New Jersey European Heritage Association (NJEHA)

Key Points

- New Jersey European Heritage Association (NJEHA) is a small, New Jersey-based white supremacist group.

- NJEHA espouses racism, anti-Semitism and intolerance under the guise of “saving” white European peoples from purported imminent extinction.

- NJEHA spreads their hateful propaganda online and by distributing fliers in central New Jersey.
NJEHA has organized and participated in white supremacist rallies and demonstrations.

**Background**

Created in early 2018, the New Jersey European Heritage Association (NJEHA) is a small white supremacist group whose members see themselves as defenders of white European people and white culture. Members hold the white supremacist worldview that unless immediate action is taken, the white race is doomed to extinction by a "rising tide of color" purportedly controlled and manipulated by Jews.

According to the group's website manifesto, members “do not see the current society as a healthy and cohesive environment suited for their children and grandchildren.” They believe that “they must wrest political, economic and social control away from the hostile elite who have usurped power in America.” By promoting their ideas to the “public mainstream” through fliering, banner drops, flash protests, and other public actions, they believe they can bypass the “controlled news and entertainment media” and establish a means of communicating with other white people. Their “creed can be summed up by fourteen simple words; we must secure the existence of our people and a future for White children.”

**Activity**

NJEHA spreads their hateful propaganda online and by distributing recruitment fliers in central New Jersey. Since March 2018, flyers promoting NJEHA have been found in and around Princeton, including at Princeton University, Freehold, Hillsborough, North Bergen, and as far north as the Sourland Mountain Preserve.
In addition to flier distributions, NJEHA has also organized and participated in white supremacist rallies and demonstrations. On November 17, 2018, members walked around the town of Princeton carrying “It’s okay to be white” posters with duct tape covering their mouths “to symbolize denial of freedom of speech in their own country.”

This type of demonstration was promoted on social media by Patrick Little, a virulently anti-Semitic politician from California.
On August 8, 2018, NJEHA members provided security for Patrick Little when he visited the town of Princeton as part of his “Name the Jew” tour. A few days later, on August 12, NJEHA members attended the “Unite the Right 2” rally in Washington D.C. The rally, an anniversary nod to the previous year’s violent “Unite the Right” event in Charlottesville, Virginia, was organized by white supremacist Jason Kessler.

Anti-Semitism:

In April 2018, the group's website featured a “fliers” page, which urged visitors to print out racist and anti-Semitic fliers and “spread the message.” One of the available fliers, “The Truth Behind Communism and the Real Holocaust,” included language used by white supremacists and anti-Semites who deny that the Holocaust ever occurred. In addition to spreading hate through flier distributions, NJEHA members and associates routinely post racist and anti-Semitic language online.

NJEHA in their own words:
“STOP THE INVASION! DEFEND AMERICA! TROOPS TO THE BORDER NOW! Understand jew tactics. After having escalated the war against Whites and over reaching and waking our people up. Now they will revert to poor little jew victims of the hateful goys. Now they will preach love and tolerance while they continue to try and exterminate us.” Dan D'Andrea, GAB.ai, October 2018

“European people are the true guardians of the environment and wildlife. If we are to perish the beauty of this planet will sink into the grave with us.” - European Heritage Association, GAB.ai, September 2018

“No amount of suffering could repay, eye for an eye, the debt the JEW owes the world...given their current population numbers.” – Marcos Ignacio, GAB.ai, August 2018

“The enemy is keen to how they can evolve with the times to expand their tools of subversion. From Government and law they went to into print, movies and television. Social media like instagram, Facebook and Snapchat is now exposing more women and children than ever to degenerate filth. The kikes will never stop looking for ways to enter the minds of the goyim.” – Bobby Roberts, GAB.ai, July 2018

“Third world invaders massing at US border demanding access to white people and everything our ancestors created. Stay in your sub human toilet countries. You are not welcome in America.” - Dan D’Andrea, Gab.ai, April 2018

“The odds are stacked against our people once again, and once again we will triumph over our enemies, whether they be Mongol, Moor, Ottoman, or Jew.” European Heritage Association, GAB.ai, May 2018

“America was discovered, conquered, settled, and built by Europeans. Reclaim your birthright!” -European Heritage Association, GAB.ai, April 2018

NJEHA activity:
November 17, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: A group of six NJEHA members and associates “marched” around Princeton holding signs that read, “It's okay to be white.”

October 12, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: NJEHA stickers were reportedly found on the Harrison Street Bridge. The stickers read, “RECLAIM YOUR NATION RECLAIM YOUR HERITAGE.”

September 29, 2018, New Brunswick and Princeton, New Jersey: NJEHA distributed propaganda urging “patriots” to “stand-up for our people and our civilization” and join the League of the South rally at Sycamore Shoals State Park in Johnson, Tennessee. That event was cancelled.

September 25, 2018, Township, New Jersey: NJEHA claims to have organized a 10-mile hike and cleanup at Sourland Mountain Preserve.

September 12, 2018, North Bergen, New Jersey: A NJEHA flier was found at the corner of 73rd and Bergenline Avenue warned that “The White European Peoples in America and abroad are racing towards the cliff of extinction,” and, “The future of our world is a dark one, literally and figuratively. The non-whites who will come to replace us will recreate the countries they have fled.”

August 16, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: NJEHA stickers reading, “RECLAIM YOUR NATION RECLAIM YOUR HERITAGE” were found on lamp posts in downtown Princeton.

July 28, 2018, Freehold, New Jersey: NJEHA distributed propaganda at the Monmouth County Fair.

August 8, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: NJEHA members and associates provided security for Patrick Little when he visited Princeton as part of his “Name the Jew” tour.
August 12, 2018, Washington D.C.: At least four attendees of “Unite the Right 2” wore helmets adorned with stickers promoting NJEHA.

April 9, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: A NJEHA flyer was found on the FitzRandolph Gate, the official entrance of Princeton University. The flier referred to the white race as the “earth’s most endangered species.”

April 20, 2018, Hillsborough, New Jersey: Fliers promoting NJEHA were found at Sourland Park. The fliers referred to the white race as the “earth’s most endangered species.”

March 17, 2018, Princeton, New Jersey: Fliers supporting NJEHA were left on two kiosks in the downtown area of Princeton. One flier referred to the white race as the “earth’s most endangered species.” Another read, “RECLAIM YOUR NATION RECLAIM YOUR HERITAGE.”